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Abstract
In the petroleum industry, it is common practice to do survey well liquid level for monitoring well in the purpose
of evaluation well production capacity, for setting performance of downhole pump. Here we proposed liquid
level survey using acoustic well sounder (echosounder) equipment. The reading of liquid level in the oil well is
contained noises due to some physical and mechanical condition. An idea to handle large scattered field data
contains noises is smoothness method by Tikhonov regularization.
Liquid level survey is set up under shunt in well condition, to clearly monitoring liquid level rises in the well
column. So, we have acquired field data reading. Beside the field data reading using echosounder tool, we also
need to calculate expected liquid level, because that noises factor in the field data. The equation is generated to
define calculation of liquid level increases in the well column as a function of time. The initial condition of
started liquid column height h0 and well production rate Q0 at t=0 is definite. We build the Volterra integral
equation of the 1st kind for this calculation purpose.
The ill-posed problem performs in the data, needs the solution for smoothness. Tikhonov regularization (Least
Squared problem) has handling this problem. Some value of regularization parameter were employed to the
calculation.
This paper is an innovative idea to maximum utilization of fluid level data monitoring in the well, while the
acquired data is scattered or contains error. After smoothness of the data, qualified model solution curve is fully
advantage for well interpretation.
Keywords: Acoustic well echosounder, oil well liquid level, Volterra Integral Equation, ill-posed problem,
discretization, Tikhonov regularization, regularization parameter
1. Introduction
Working on determining liquid level using mechanical wave propagation in the well by acoustic well
echosounder tool was already long time applied. In an early time by Walker (1937), Jakosky (1939), Rodd
(1943), and then Mc Coy (1975 & 1985) was continuing utilized and developed this method. Rowlan, et.al.,
(2011) and Taylor, et,al., (2014) in the last decade employ this acoustic method for well monitoring production
artificial lift.
Liquid level depth in well is read by method shooting acoustic wave to well column annulus from surface, the
digital counting of mechanical wave propagation with specific velocity, and reflection at top of liquid level in
well. Pressure transducer in surface of well is a strain gauge device collects reflected acoustic waves and
provides signals to the computer proportional with wave’s pressure.
The research scopes on monitoring wellbore liquid level on a period of time (let say 48 hours) under technical
condition of the fluid flows and rises inside vertical well bore hole. Those situations, of the acquired data creates
noises in a reading. In reality mostly read liquid level data versus time gives scattered curve and contains noises.
Due to the noises problem in data acquisition, this study is an innovative idea to enhance smoothness well liquid
level data for petroleum engineering interpretation purpose, such as well production capacity and placing setup
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well production artificial lift. The valuable smoothness curves data makes confidence data utilization than
filtering method of field data for interpretation purpose. While the echosounder data acquisition method is also
economically cost effective as a technical practice, rather than lowering downhole pressure gauge in the well.

Figure 1. Measuring liquid level in well column by echometric sonic wave (modified from McCoy, et.al., 1985)
The study boundaries that the well dominantly produces liquid, and no essential amount of gas is produced from
the well. Even though some wells in the field practice small gas still exist make the liquid level data is scattered.
2. Background
An idea to handle scattered well liquid level data contains noises is smoothness technique by Tikhonov
regularization. The aim to solve problem in model estimation is governed by assessment the linear system
(Golub, et.al., 1999), (Sima, et.al., 2004), (Lampe & Voss, 2008 & 2010), as follow,
= ,
∈ℝ
We remember Least Squared (LS) problem,
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Where an element of Z is exact, p contains noises, and f is a solution.
The Tikhonov regularization and the LS problem with additional quadratic constraint, approaches ideally for
solving discrete ill-posed LS problems.
For implementation the Tikhonov regularization, the equation (1) is replaced to,
min‖

− ‖ + ‖ ‖ ,

(2)

with identity matrix I ∈ ℝ acts as a regularization matrix, or
min‖

− ‖ + ‖ ‖ .

(3)

In the original least squares approach the system matrix Z is assumed to be free from error, and all errors are
confined to the observation vector p. And f is the solution to be solved, induced by regularization parameter .
The matrix Z comes from the discretization of an operator in an ill-posed problem and is typically very
ill-conditioned.
In our study of well liquid level, the steps for regularization are ;


First step is defining proposed model to Volterra integral equation of the 1st kind.



Then generate the discretization.



Matrix operation for regularization.



Some regularization parameter

is imposed.
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3. Development of Equation, Volterra Integral Equation of the 1st Kind
Flow rate of liquid fills in the wellbore from reservoir can be represents as liquid level rises in well column as
the following function of time,
( )

( )

=

(4)

Where ( ) is volume rate (bbl/day) at time t, A is (square inch) area of internal section vertical well pipe, dh
liquid rises (feet), dt is time elapse (day).
From equation (4) we get a Volterra integral equation of the 1st kind, for calculation liquid level as a function of
time in following form,
ℎ( ) = ℎ +

.

( )

(5)

Where ℎ( ) is calculated liquid level in feet, ds is also still represent time elapse (day) in integral equation form.
For initial condition, h0 is liquid level at time t0, we will see next
is production rate in the beginning just
before start survey.
Applying the equation by parts in (5) the Volterra integral equation of the 1st kind can be written as follow,
ℎ( ) = ℎ +

=ℎ +

( )

−

( )

.

(6)

Let be from,
( )

=

.

(7)

From (7) we get the relation,
( )

=

+

( )

Then equation (6) can be written by substituting equation (7) as follow,
ℎ( ) = ℎ +

−

ℎ( ) = ℎ +

+

( )

.

(8)

( )

(9)

Which implies,
( − )

One can see that (9) is a Volterra integral equation of the 1st kind with the Kernel ( , ) = − , which is a
smooth Kernel. The smoothness of the Kernel makes problem of solving equation (9) is categorized as an
ill-posed problem. There for we need a regularization method to get solution of the equation (Hansen, 1998).
( , ) is generated in the discretization process.
The discretization of the Volterra equation is given in the following section.
5. Discretization
Prepare for discrete expression, equation become,
ℎ(

)

+ ∑

=ℎ +

( − )

( )∆

(10)

Where
is time in the data point due to discretization while interval discrete ∆ is constant,
is time in
field data acquisition, and
< <
, and also
are coefficients apply in the Trapezoidal or Simpson
rules.
Here we apply Trapezoidal rule whit in equation (10),
( − )Δ
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− 1,

and

i =1,2,3,….., ni and j = 1,2,3,…, nj.
For next, Kernel matrix Z is,
×

=

( − )∆

For good smoothness, try ∆ ≪ ∆ .

Figure 2. Interval discretization
In Figure 2., time interval of discrete is forced to smaller than time interval of data acquisition, to get better
smoothness purpose.
6. Matrix Form
Because liquid level in the well from survey data is time dependent, we are doing matrix operation for
calculation process. Then we do matrix notation for solving the algorithm.
From (10) we write the equation in the following matrix-vector forms,
ℎ(

)

= ℎ +

+

(11)

Where matrix column
= (1,1, … ,1) and
= ( , , … . ) , and squared / rectangle matrix
∑
− ∆ is tridiagonal matrix from discretization, i = 1,2,…ni, and j=1,2,…, nj, also nj > ni.
The unknown vector column

should be found, in the regularization process.

From that matrix form equation (11), the matrix is expressed as,
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If we can calculate p as,
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Where is,

=
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=
the columns of is very large then rows of
work, we will describe below.

, so matrix multiplication cannot work. To finalize that

7. Implementation of Tikhonov Regularization
Recall, the linear systems,
=
∈ℝ ×
∈ℝ
≥ .
In the classical least squares approach the system matrix Z is assumed to be free from error, and all errors are
confined to the observation vector p. And f is the solution to be solved by regularization.
Let our propose equation model is not simple linear as (11). Then we make it to be simple linear as,
Because p contains exact field data survey ℎ(
be proposed as a solution.

= .
,
that
p
also constant, then allocate vector f as a left hand side to
)

Because linear system for regularization required condition, ∈ ℝ × . In our study, condition of Kernel vector
Z from the integral equation in fact that ni < nj, so we have to do operation similar condition as m>n, by
multiplying Kernel Z with his transpose ZT become,
=(
)
.
(12)
Since the original equation has ill-posed problem, the discrete version also give ill condition linear system
(Indratno & Ramm, 2009), therefor (12) will be unstable. We propose the Thikonov regularization as follows,
min ‖
where

− ‖ + ‖ ‖ ,

(13)

> 0, ∈ ℝ is regularization parameter.

The solution (13) is of the following form,
=(
+ )
.
(14)
After we determined vector column , put the solution into matrix operation represents our integral equation, to
calculated expected model liquid level.
ℎ = ℎ +

+

.

(15)

8. Data Processing
Field data acquisition of liquid level reading by Echometer equipment is prepared for discretization. For example,
liquid level well 92S-5, there are 100 times field data reading for about 48 jam survey in well. In purpose to
discretization, we make constant partition ∆ on the field data , let the data we discretize into 1000 points
(∆ =
− )/999. Create Kernel matrix
from discretization process, where ni << nj to smoothness
as possible, and of course ∆ < ∆ . So, the matrix become
. We remember, in the theory of linear
system (1), the row component of Kernel matrix should be the same or larger than the column in the matrix
(m>n). For this purpose we do multiplication matrix Z from discretization result with his transpose ZT, before we
impose the regularization parameter.
We do matrix calculation to define unknown vector column
as a solution, the method was described above.
The calculation of f contains ill condition. To satisfy the calculation, apply regularization parameter , then we
get the solution .
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Figure 3. Flowchart to get regularized model calculated of well liquid level
The solution
apply to the propose model liquid level calculation (15). Use other some values of parameter
to get the best model of calculated liquid level.
The process of calculation to get regularization solution for model calculated of liquid level in well is
summarized in the flow chart.

Figure 4. Well 92S-5 liquid level rises vs time, with some number of regularization parameter.
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9. Result and Discussion
This paper reports model calculation for some oil wells of the field in Indonesia. The well is simple vertical,
dominantly produce liquid.
Implementation some number of regularization parameter in well liquid level data indicates two schemes. First
while the field data acquired is mostly scattered larger number of regularization parameter (λ=0.5, 0.8, 5, 8 etc.)
give smoothness curve to the middle of data, see the graphics of calculated model for well 2D-8 (Figure 5.),
18D-6 (Figure 7.), and well 81D-7 (Figure 9.). For well with acquired data less scattered or almost ideal smooth,
the large regularization parameter make the model solution deviated from the field data. See well 92S-5 (Figure
4.) smaller λ<0.1 show the calculated solution match to the field data, but when the parameter bigger λ=0.1, and
0.5 the model solution make the curve deviated from the original field curve (points).
While we approach the smallest number of regularization parameter λ = 1 × 10-5, and 1 × 10-17 see well 2D-8
(Figure 5. & Figure 6.), λ=1 × 10-7 in well 81D-7 (Figure 9.), it forces the calculated model closes to the field
data. We understand when λ≈0 regularization parameter almost close to zero, the calculation become similar to
ill-posed condition, means looks no regularization parameter approached for the solution.

Figure 5. Well 2D-8 liquid level rises vs time, with some number of regularization parameter

Figure 6. Well 2D-8 liquid level rises vs time, with very small value of regularization parameter
(red cross)
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Figure 7. Well 18D-6 liquid level rises vs time, with some number of regularization parameter

Figure 8. Well B-106 liquid level rises vs time, with some number of regularization parameter

Figure 9. Well 81D-7 liquid level rises vs time, with some number of regularization parameter
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Table 1. Smoothness of calculated model solution related to regularization parameter λ
Well
92S-5

2D-8

18D-6

B-106
81D-7

Lambda (λ)
1 ×10-5
1 ×10-3
0.1
0.5
1 ×10-17
1 ×10-5
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.9
1
3
5
7 ×10-7
0.1
1 ×10-7
1 ×10-5
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7

Calculated Curve / Points
Scattered
Smooth
Smooth deviated
Smooth deviated
Scattered and match to fields data points
Scattered
Smooth wiggled
Smooth wiggled
Smooth
Smooth deviated
Smooth wiggled
Smooth wiggled
Smooth less wiggled
Smooth
Smooth almost deviated
Match to field data
Smooth
Almost match to field data
Large scattered
Smooth almost to mid data
Smooth to lower data
Smooth to lower data
Smooth to lower data

10. Conclusion
We have two group of well liquid level field data, first is the scattered data while the data hard to be utilized for
interpretation without smoothness, and the second the field data almost not scattered.
The regularization process on the scattered field data, to direct calculated model solution, summaries as ;
Small regularization parameter, make the calculation result closes to the field data acquired, = 1 × 10 ,
= 1 × 10 , we can see very clear when we put = 1 × 10 on well 2D-8 the model calculated is almost
matched with field data. On this very small parameter of
the regularization is classified as over determined.
Large regularization parameter, make the calculation generalized the field data acquired, = 0.8, > 1, = 5.
The regularization is called under-estimated or less projected. But large λ give more smoothness figures from
the scattered field data, make the data is easier utilization for interpretation purpose.
To get smoothness, large data in the discrete or small discrete interval (∆ ), very support to the smoothness.
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